Down To Business
--- by William Gee

Across
1. Commanded
5. Prenatal position
10. Spot with a rub-a-dub tub?
13. Natural emollient
14. Bring up
15. Frost
16. Boxer's bane
19. Rev an engine
20. Bother
21. Derby prize
22. California Air Force base
24. Calyx part
26. "___ for the poor"
28. Affectation
30. Akin to mega-
31. Come together
34. Make a mark
38. "Star Trek" rank (abbr.)
39. "You there?"
40. On the safe side, at sea
41. Ribald
42. Clash of clans
44. Highlanders, e.g.
46. Spartan
49. Marsh growth
50. Preserves, as pork
52. After expenses
53. Alight
56. Mine entrance
57. Eucharistic plate
58. Type of parrot
59. "Wanna ___?"
61. "American ___"

Down
1. Symbol of authority
2. For all to hear
3. A turn for the worst?
4. Dusk, to Donne
5. Fern foliage
6. Brings home
7. Stalin contemporary
8. Far from ruddy
9. "Malcolm X" director
10. March king
11. Jury
12. Song and dance, e.g.
15. B-ball
17. Kind of team
18. Systems of belief
23. "Not to mention ..."
24. Indian dress
26. Hairy-chested
27. Bounce back, in a way
28. "Act your ___!"
29. Charged particle
30. Gentle
31. Sneeze producer, for many
32. Afore
33. Soap ingredient
35. Whipped
36. Info on recent events
37. Drawn tight
41. Engender
42. Alternative beds
43. Latin "to be"
44. Crystal-lined rock
45. Acknowledge
46. Adjust
47. So out it's in
48. ___ alcohol
49. Wound covering
50. Belt
51. The "A" of ABM
54. Harvest goddess
55. "Aladdin" prince